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1. INTRODUCTION

The temperature dependent studies provide interesting information on

the mechanism of electroluminescence (EL) with the consideration that temperature

dependence is connected directly or indirectly to the energy spectrum of

localized capture levels of the foreign ions in the phosphor .

frequency of field excitation also predicts

Effect of

the mechanism of electro-
2)

luminescence favouring various emissions in various ways .

3) U)
The remarkable studies in this field were made by Mattler , Halsted ,

Brandt inee Vat in made an attempt for suchZalm and Neumark

studies in ZnS; Cu, Cl and ZnS: (Cu, Mn) Cl Phosphors of blue, green and

yellow emission, showing that brightness peaks of various emissions shift more

or less towards higher wavelengths with rise in temperature. Accordingly,

it was stated that deeper traps came into effect at higher temperature.

In the present manuscript studies have been performed for ZnS : (Cu, Mn)

H Phosphors. In our investigations we tried to see the simultaneous effect of

temperature and frequency on the triple band emitting EL phosphor.
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ABSTRACT

The temperature dependent electroluminescence yields of Hydrogen

coactivated (ZnS : Cu, Mn) Phosphor have been investigated under the influence

of excitation field frequencies. It was observed that brightness maximum of

electroluminescent intensity shifts towards higher temperature region for all

emissions. The shift for blue emission is remarkable at some higher frequency

Electroluminescent output under simultaneous effect of frequency and

temperature shows the validity of interrelation, f = A e(-c/KT)
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

Dispersing the phosphor ZnS : (Cu, Mn) H in castor oil dielectric between

two conducting and transparent mica or glass sheets, ve prepared the permanent

type of EL panels. These panels were excited by using A.C. voltages at

different audiofrequencies through Oscillating Amplifier unit. Various EL

intensity outputs «ere measured in Ultrasensitive microammeter through RCA-6217

Photomultiplier tube.

The desired temperature was achieved either by cooling the copper rod

mouhted with EL Panel with the help of liquid air contained in Dewarflask or

by heating it with a replacable cylindrical heating coil. The temperature at

different instances was read by caliberated millivoltmeter connected to Copper-

Constanton thermocouple. The behaviour for the different emission peaks as

regards temperature dependence was studied individually with the use of appropriate

interference filters.

* To be submitted for publication.
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3. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

It seems of much interest to determine "the influence of excitation

frequency on the temperature dependence of the "brightness. The results

obtained are clearly illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 for respective emissions.

Since magnitude of the output increases rapidly with increase in frequency, the

scales of the different curves have been arbitrarily changed to the normalized

values for fitting them on the same plot. The peak on the temperature scale is

observed because of electrons liberation from various traps. Initially at near

liquid air temperature tin; already cultured electrons have loss probability of

escape for giving the radiative transitions and so brightness value at these

low temperatures is relatively smaller. As temperature is increased, the number

of returning electrons in the available frequency interval increases and

ultimately a saturation limit is reached making all traps empty. If temperature

is further raised, because of thermal quenching brightness falls down.

Further, we see that the nature of the emission curves its independent

of the frequency alteration but the whole temperature dependence shifts in the

direction of higher temperature with increasing frequency for all individual

emissions. This is in resemblence tu the observations of Hoisted

supporting the fact that at higher excitation frequencies less time is permitted

to empty the traps, the required temperature, to vacate them within the time

interval will shift progressively to the higher values.

Average brightness versus temperature curves were recorded for different

values of frequencies of excitation and varying temperatures from -11*0 C to

+l!tO C. Since blue emission is favoured by the rise of frequency and so it

showu mui.'h rupitl ixwd marked variations on temperature scale with the

increase in frequencies. In our observations, houevur blue emission peak shifts

from near -20 C to near 100 C on temperature scale when frequencies of field

While green emission shiftsexcitation changed from 2 LC/s to 6 Kc/G (Fly. l).

is the frequenc;

500 c/s to 5 Kc/s (Fig. 2).

from near 30°C to near 70°C as the frequency of excitation changes from

Yulluw emission Mrt behuves noTnewhut differently an

temperature scale showing steep like exponential fall.having maximum value

around -TO C temperatures and then falling upto temperatures about 100 C (Fig. 3).

It may be assumed here that since around these temperatures blue green centres

are less effective, total electrical energy supplied to the lattice is utilized

for emptying the excited levels of Mn++ as these are effected by lattice

parameters and give radiative transitions only among the intraionic levels.

The interrelation between the temperature and minimum excitation

frequencies satisfy the following relation

f = A

that is log f varies inversely with T, which also means that higher

frequencies are equivalent to lower temperature.

A graphical analysis of the relationship between the frequency of the

exciting field and the reciprocal of temperature corresponding to the

electroluminescence brightness yields a straight line (Fig. It) which is of the

nature

Log f = Log A - —

which is in resemblence with the results of Chukova.

It. CONCLUSION

As the frequency of excitation increases, the available time for

transition is decreased and thus emission requires higher thermal energy to

release electrons from them within the time interval and so brightness

maximum moves on temperature scale for larger values. Blue emission is found

more susceptible to the change on temperature scale as it is favoured by

the frequency rise.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 E.L. brightness vs temperature curves at different frequencies for the

blue emission band of ZnS : Cu, Hn (H). (Excitation voltage 1*00 V.)

Fig. 2 Curves showing temperature dependence of E.L.brightness at different

frequencies for the green emission of ZnS : Cu, Mn (K). (Excitation

voltage 500 V.)

Fig. 3 Curves showing temperature dependence of E.L, brightness at different

frequencies of excitation for yellow emission of ZnS : Cu, Mn (H).

(Excitation voltage 500 V.)

Fig, It Dependence of the frequency of external field on the temperature

corresponding to maximum E.L.brightness at different voltages.
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